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Abstract 
Ratliff Jr, L.J., Principal ideal properties of R-sequences and asymptotic sequences, Journal of 
Pure and Applied Algebra 7X (1992) 173-182. 
It is well known that if I and .I are ideals of a ring R (commutative with identity) and b is a 
regular nonunit in R, then: (a) b”l : b”R = I. for all n 2 1; (b) if b”J c b”l for some n 2 1, then 
J C I; (c) b”(Zn J) = b”Z n b”J for all n 2 1; and, (d) if R is Noetherian, then Ass(RII) C 
Ass(Rlb”1) C Ass(R/l) U Ass(RlbR) for all n 2 1, and the second inclusion is an equality when 
height(l) 2 1 and every prime divisor of bR has height one. The main result shows that (a)-(d) 
continue to hold when b is replaced by an ideal B that is generated by an R-sequence contained 
in I and J. Then an asymptotic sequence version of these results is given. 
1. Introduction 
It is well known that if R is a Noetherian ring and B is an ideal of R that is 
generated by a prime sequence 6,, . . . , b,, then B has some of the nice 
properties of regular principal ideals, for example: if P E Spec(R), then 
P E Ass(RIB’) for some positive integer i if and only if P E Ass(R/B’*) for all 
positive integers n; and, if P E Ass(R/B), then P E Ass(RIC) for all ideals C C P 
that are generated by an R-sequence of length g. The main theorem in this paper 
shows several more examples of this phenomenon. 
In Section 2 the R-sequence version of the theorem is proved, and Section 3 
contains the asymptotic sequence version. The proof of the R-sequence version 
uses the fact that if J c I are ideals of a Noetherian ring R, and if R (resp., 
F = RIuR) is the Rees ring (resp., form ring) of R with respect to J, then 
(Z, u)RluR = (ZIJ)F, together with the important fact that if / is generated by an 
R-sequence, then F is a polynomial ring over R/J (so ideals of R/J extend and 
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contract nicely with respect to F). And the proof of the asymptotic sequence 
version is similar, but it utilizes the fact that if J is generated by an asymptotic 
sequence, then R/(u, J;,)R is a polynomial ring over R/J,. 
2. Main theorem: R-sequence version 
The following notation is fixed throughout this section: I and .I are ideals in a 
Noetherian ring R, B is an ideal of R that is generated by an R-sequence 
b b, (gel), R= R[u, tB] is the 
F’$],, B’/B’+’ 
R ees ring of R with respect to B, and 
IS the form ring (= associated graded ring) of R with respect to 
B. (Concerning the assumption that R is Noetherian, see Remark 2.3.) 
The following theorem gives four more properties of ideals generated by 
R-sequences that are similar to properties of regular principal ideals. 
Theorem 2.1. (1) (I, B)B” : B” = (I, B) for all positive integers n. 
(2) If JB” c (I, B)B” for some positive integer II, then J c (I, B), so if 
(J, B)B” = (I, B) B”, then (I, B) = (J, B). 
(3) If {I, I i E A> 1s an arbitrary collection of ideals of R, then 
for all nrl. 
(4) Ass(R/(I, B)) G Ass(R/B”(I, B)) L Ass(Rl(I, B)) U Ass(R/B) for all n 2 
1, and the second inclusion is an equality if height(P) = height(B) for every prime 
divisor P of B (and this holds if R is Cohen-Macaulay). 
Proof. (Note first that if (I, B) = R, then (1) and (2) clearly hold, and in (3) the 
I, such that (I,, B) = R, can be omitted without affecting the conclusion. Finally, 
if (I, B) = R in (4), then the conclusion holds by letting Ass(R/(I, B)) be the 
empty set. Therefore, it may be assumed that (I, B) f R.) 
F = RIuR, by [8, Theorem 2.11 (the assumption that R is local in [8] is not 
essential), and since B is generated by an R-sequence, it is well known (for 
example, see [7, Theorem 2.11) that F = (R/B)[X,, . . , X,], where the Xi are 
indeterminates. Therefore, (IIB)F : (X,, . , X,)F = (IIB)F, so lifting back to R 
it follows that (I, u)R : (tB)R = (I, u)R, hence (I, u)R : (tB)“R = (I, u)R for all 
n 2 1. Therefore, u”(I, u)R : B”R = (I, u)R, so contracting to R it follows that (1) 
holds. 
For (2), if JB” c (I, B)B” for some positive integer n, then it follows from (I) 
that JB” : B” c (I, B)B” : B” = (I, B), and it is clear that J C JB” : B”. It follows 
that J c (I, B), and the second part of (2) readily follows from this. 
For (3) let J, = (I,, B) for each j E A. Then (n,,, Jj)/B = n,,,, (J,/B) and F 
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is a polynomial ring over RIB, so [(nj,,+ .Z,)IB]F= nj,,i [(J,IB)F]. Also, 
F = RluR, so 
(n J,, u)RluR = [(n J,)/B]F = n [(.Z,/B)F] = [f--) (J,, u)R]luR . 
jE.1 jE,C jtn jEA 
It follows that (nj, 1 J,, u)R = nj,,+ (J,, u)R, ~0 U”Kn,,,4 Jj> uPI= 
2[n,,, (J,, u)R] for all iz 2 1, and r.?[n,,, (J,, u)R] = n,,, [u”(J,, u)R], so 
urf]( n ,_ J,, u)R] = n,,,, [u”(J,, u)R]. (3) follows by contracting these last two 
equal ideals to R. 
For the first inclusion in (4) let P E Ass(Ri(Z, B)) and let x E R such that 
(I, B) : xR = P. Then it follows from (1) that P = (I, B) : xR = 
[(I, B) B” : B”] : xR = B”(Z, B) : xB” for all ~12 1, so P E Ass(R/B”(Z, B)) for all 
n=-1. 
For the second inclusion in (4), it is shown in [6, Corollary 3.131 that if b is a 
regular nonunit in R, then Ass(R/bZ) C Ass(RlbR) U Ass(R/Z). Also, it is clear 
that B”(Z, B) = u”(u, Z)R f’ R, so if P E Ass(RIB”(Z, B)), then there exists 
p E Ass(Rlu”(m, Z)R) such that p iI R = P, so either p E Ass(R/u”R) = Ass(R/ 
uR) or p E Ass(Rl(u, Z)R). On passing to F it follows that either pluR E Ass(F) 
or p/uR E Ass(F/(Z/B)F). However, both of (0)F and (Z/B)F are extended ideals 
from R/B, F is a polynomial ring over RIB, and (p/uR) n (R/Z?) = P/B, so it 
follows that pIuR = (P/B)F and that either P/B E Ass(R/B) or P/B E Ass((R/ 
B) /(Z/B)). Since Ass((RIB) /(Z/B)) = Ass(R/(Z, B)), it readily follows that the 
second inclusion in (4) holds. 
Finally, assume that every prime divisor of B has height g = height(B) (it is 
well known that this holds when R is Cohen-Macaulay). Then to show that 
Ass(R/B”(Z, B)) = Ass(Rl(Z, B)) U Ass(RIB), it suffices (by what has already 
been shown) to show that Ass(RIB) CAss(R/B”(Z, B)). But the hypo- 
thesis implies that if PcAss(R/B), then g = height(P) = height(B) 2 
height(B”(Z, B)) 2 g, so P is a minimal prime divisor of B”(Z, B), hence 
P E Ass(RiB”(Z, B)). Cl 
The following corollary is a special case (namely, when I, J, and the Z, contain 
B) of Theorem 2.1. 
Corollary 2.2. Assume that Z contains B. Then: 
(1) ZB” : B” = Z for all positive integers n. 
(2) Zf JB” c ZB” f or some positive integer n, then J c I, so if J also contains B 
and JB” = ZB”, then Z = J. 
(3) Zf {Z, I jE A> IS an arbitrary collection of ideals of R that contain B, then 
B”[n ,_ Z,] = &,, [B”Z,] for all n 2 1. 
(4) Ass(RIZ) C Ass(RIB”Z) C Ass(R/Z) U Ass(RIB) for all n 2 1, and the sec- 
ond inclusion is an equality if height(P) = height(B) for every prime divisor P of B 
(and this holds if R is Cohen-Macaulay). 0 
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I am indebted to the referee for the following remark concerning Theorem 2.1 
and Corollary 2.2. 
Remark 2.3. (1) The assumption that R is Noetherian is not needed in (l)-(3) of 
Theorem 2.1, so it is not needed in (l)-(3) of Corollary 2.2. 
(2) Theorem 2.1(l) and (2) are equivalent, and an alternate proof of them may 
easily be given by induction by passing to RIb,R. (In fact, if B and X are any 
fixed ideals in a ring R and n is a fixed positive integer, then (a) e (b), where (a) 
is: (I, X)B” : B” = (I, X) for all ideals I in R; and (b) is: if JB” C (I, X)B”, then 
J c (I, X) for all ideals I and J in R. (For, if (a) holds and JB” c (I, X)B”, then 
Jc JB” : B” c (I, X)B” : B” = (by (a)) (I, X); and, if (b) holds, then since 
((I, X)B” : B”)B” C (I, X)B”, (b) implies that (I, X)B” : B” C (I, X), and it then 
follows that (I, X)B” : B” = (I, X).) 
(3) The hypothesis in Corollary 2.2(3) that each Z, contains B is needed. (In an 
early version of this paper I noted that it was at least sometimes needed, but I did 
not know if it was always needed.) For example, it is shown in (1, Theorem l] 
that a nonzero ideal Z in an integral domain R is invertible if and only if 
z(n 1,) = n z~, for all collections {$} of ideals of R. (For a discussion of this 
condition, see PI and PI.) 
Remark 2.4 
2.2. 
lists several results that are related to Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 
Remark 2.4. (1) If B C Rad(Z), then B”“’ = (b;‘, b:, . , by)R c Z for all large 
integers m and by, . . . , b: is an R-sequence, so Corollary 2.2 holds with B’“’ in 
place of B. 
(2) Concerning Theorem 2.1(l), the stronger statement 
(I, ,),‘I+-+‘-, : b;’ . . . b?R = (I, B) 
holds for all nonnegative integers e,, . . . , eK. 
(3) For an ideal K of R let KA = U nr, KB” : B”, so K, = KB” : B” for all large 
II. Then concerning (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.1, and the first inclusion of 
Theorem 2.1(4), if B fl Z, c Z (this holds if, for example, height(Z) 2 1 and 
B fl Z, c I, by [5, (3.2.1)]), then: (a) Id = I; (b) if JB” C ZB” for some n 2 1, then 
.Z C Z, so if also B fl JA c J and JB” = ZB”, then Z = J; and, (c) Ass(RIZ) C Ass(R/ 
B”Z) for all IZ 2 1. 
(4) Concerning Theorem 2.1(2), if B” = I” for some ~12 1 and either B c Z or 
IL B, then I= B. 
(5) Concerning Theorem 2.1(2) and (3), if {I, 1 i E A} and {Z, 1 jE Z} 
are collections of ideals of R and if there exists a positive integer y1 
,such that either f-I,,,. (B”(J,, B)) c B”( nlE,A (I,, B)) or B”( n,,, (J,, B)) G 
n,,.,, (B’YZ,, B)), then qEr (J,? B) c n,., (Z;, B). 
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(6) For Theorem 2.1(4), another sufficient condition for Ass(R/ 
B”(Z, B)) = Ass(Rl(Z, B)) U Ass(RiZ3) is Z?“(Z, B) : (I, B) = B” for all II 2 1. 
(7) If n:=, Q; IS a normal primary decomposition of (I, B) and if Q, is 
Pi-primary and Qj : xjR = P, for i = 1, . . . , h, then: (a) 
(b) for i=l,... , h it holds that: (Pi, u)RESpec(R); (Q,, u)R is (P,, u)R- 
primary; and, (Q,, u)R: x,R= (P,, u)R; and, (c) nF=, [(Q;, u)R] is a normal 
primary decomposition of (Z, B, u)R = (I, u)R. 
(8) With the notation of (7) let S = R[tB] be the restricted Rees ring of R with 
respect to B. Then: (a) 
r I(” 1 ,-J Q;, B S = ,-J <Q;s> + BS = ,fi [(Q,, BP1 ; 
(b) for i=l,..., h it holds that: (Pi, B)SE Spec(S); (Qi, B)S is (P,, B)S- 
primary; and, (Q;, B)S : x,S = (Pi, B)S; and, (c) f-I;=, [( Qj, B)S] is a normal 
primary decomposition of (I, B)S. 
Proof. (1) is clear. 
For (2) let X, = tb; + URE F, so (ZIB)F : XT’ . . . X2F = (Z/B)F, since F = 
(RIB)]X,, . . , X,]. By lifting back to R it follows that (I, u)R : (lb,)” . . . 
(tbR)‘~R = (I, u)R, and 
(1, u)R : (&,)‘I . . . (tbJfiR = ~"+"'+~fi(Z, u)R : b;’ . . . b’,R , 
so the conclusion follows by contracting the (equal) ideals (I, u)R and 
$‘+“‘+%(Z, U)R : b;’ . . . b$R to R. 
For (3), Z, = ZJ n (I, B), = IA fl (Z, B) (by Theorem 2.1(l)) = Z + (ZJ tl B) (by 
modularity) = Z (by hypothesis) C ZJ, so Z = IA, hence (a) holds. 
For (b), if JB” C ZB” for some n 2 1, then J C JB” : B” C ZB” : B” C IA = Z (by 
(a)). Therefore, the first statement in (b) holds, and the second statement readily 
follows from the first. 
And for (c), if P = Z : xR, then (a) implies that P = (ZB” : B”) : xR = ZB” : xB”, 
SO P E Ass(RIB”Z) for all II 2 1. Therefore, Ass(R/Z) C_ Ass(R/B”Z), so (c) holds. 
For (4), if B C Z and B” = I” for some II 2 1, then it is shown in (3, Lemma 8.21 
that Z C B”“’ : B”’ for all large m, and B’“” : B”’ = B, by Theorem 2.1(l), so it 
follows that Z = B. And if Z c B and B” = I” for some n 2 1, then B” = I” C 
I”-‘B C. . . C ZB”-’ c B”. Therefore, B” = ZB”-‘, so Z is a reduction of B. But B, 
being generated by an R-sequence, is basic, so Z = B. 
(5) follows immediately from (2) and (3) of Theorem 2.1. 
For (6), if B”(Z, B) : (I, B) = B” for all n 2 1 and PEAss(RIB), then 
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P E Ass(R/B”) for all ~12 1 (by Corollary 2.2(4) applied to B in place of I), so 
there exists x, E R such that P = B” : x,R. Therefore, 
P = B” : x,R = (B”(Z, B) : (I, B)) : x,R = B”(Z, B) : x,,(Z, B) , 
hence P E Ass(R/B”(Z, B)), so Ass(R/B)~Ass(R/B”(Z, B)). And the first two 
paragraphs of the proof of Theorem 2.1(4) show that 
Ass(Rl(Z, B)) C Ass(RIB”(Z, B)) c Ass(R/(Z, B)) u Ass(R/B) , 
so Ass(R/B”(Z, B)) = Ass(R/(Z, B)) U Ass(RiB). 
For (7), since B c Q, c P, for both i = 1, . . , h, it follows that: (n;=, Qi) / 
B = f-I;=, (Q,/B); that, for i = 1, . . . , h, it holds that P,IB is prime, that QilB is 
Pi/B-primary, and that (Q,/B) : ((x, + B)(R/B)) = P,/B; and that n;=, (Q,/B) 
is a normal primary decomposition of Z/B = (I, B) /B. So since F is a polynomial 
ring over R/B, it follows that: ((nf’=l Q,)/B)F= n;_, ((QJB)F); that, for 
i=l,..., h, it holds that (P;/B)F is prime, that (Q,/B)F is (P,/B)F-primary, and 
that ((Q,/B)F) : ((x, + B)F) = (P,IB)F; and that f-I;=, ((Q,/B)F) is a normal 
primary decomposition of (Z/B)F = ((I, B)/B)F. Also, F = RIuR, so the conclu- 
sions follow by lifting back to R. 
Finally, it is well known that SIBS = F, so the proof of (8) is similar to the 
proof of (7), but lift back to S instead of to R. Cl 
This section will be closed with two corollaries. The first of these is a corollary 
of Corollary 2.2( 4). 
Corollary 2.5. Let B, , . , B, (h 2 2) be ideals of R such that B, , . . . , B,_, are 
generated by R-sequences and assume that n2, . . , n,, are positive integers such 
that B,CB:‘;+,l...B~‘lfori=l ,..., h - 1. Zf either R is Cohen-Macaulay or if 
each prime divisor of Bi has height equal to height( B,) for i = 1, . . . , h - 1, then 
Ass(RIB;’ . . . B;“) = ,cl Ass(R/B,) 
for all positive integers n,. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on h 2 2, and the conclusion follows immediate- 
ly from Corollary 2.2(4) if h = 2. Therefore, assume that h > 2 and that the 
conclusion holds for h - 1 such ideals B,. Then 
Ass(RlB’I’ . . . Bib) = Ass(RIB,) U Ass(RIB;* . . . B;“) , 
by Corollary 2.2(4), and the conclusion now readily follows from the induction 
hypothesis. 0 
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Concerning Corollary 2.5, it should be noted that if b,,, , . . . , bf,g, is an 
R-sequence that generates Bj and if Bj C Rad(B,+,) for i = 1, . . . , h - 1, then 
by;,. . . ) byiz is an R-sequence that is contained in B,,, for all large nzi, so if we 
let B,[“l’ = (by;, . . . , by;,)R, then it follows that Corollary 2.5 holds for BiflJ’ 
(with app ro ria e y c p t 1 h osen positive integers ni) in place of Bj (i = 1, . , h - 1). 
An ideal C is said to be join-principal in case (ZC, J) : C = (I, J : C). Our final 
corollary in this section shows that powers of ideals generated by R-sequences 
satisfy this equality with respect to many ideals I and J. 
Corollary 2.6. Assume that J is an ideal of R such that B c (I, J) and BIJ is 
generated by an Rid-sequence (not necessarily of length g). Then (IB”, J) : B” = 
(I, J : B”) = (I, J) for all positive integers n. 
Proof. Since B = BIJ is generated by an R = RIJ-sequence that is contained in 
Z= Z/J, Corollary 2.2(l) shows that ZB” : l?” = rfor all n 2 1, so lifting back to R 
it follows that (ZB”, J) : B” = (Z, J). Also, since 6 is generated by an R-sequence, 
it follows that there exists b E B such that J : bR = J, so J : B” = J for all 
nzl. 0 
3. Main theorem: Asymptotic sequence version 
In this section an asymptotic sequence version of the results in Section 2 is 
given. The notation remains the same as in Section 2, except that it is now 
assumed that b, , . , b, are an asymptotic sequence rather than an R-sequence. 
(So, for i = 1,. . . , g and for all positive integers n it holds that 6, is not in any 
prime divisor of ((b, , . . , b,_,)“R),; here, J, denotes the integral closure in R of 
the ideal J.) 
Theorem 3.1. (1) (I, B,)B” : B” = (I, B,) for 
(2) Zf JB” L (I, B,)B” for some positive 
(J, B,)B” = (I, B,)B”, then (I, B,) = (J, B,). 
(3) Zf {Z, ( j E A} is an arbitrary collection 
all positive integers n. 
integer n, then J C (I, B,), so if 
of ideals of R, then 
B” ,;, (r,, Ba)] = ,?, [BV,, B,)] [ , 
for all nrl. 
(4) Ass(Ri(Z, B,)) C Ass(R/B”(Z, B,)) for all n 2 1, and if height(P) = 
height(B) for every prime divisor P of B (this holds if R is Cohen-Macaulay), then 
Ass(R/B) C Ass(RIB”(Z, B,)). 
Proof. Since b,, . . , 6, are an asymptotic sequence, it follows from [4, (5.2.2)] 
(applied to A[u] and U, b,, . . . , 6, in place of A and b,,, . . , b,, respectively) 
that if A = R[u, X,, . . . ,X,1 and H = Ker(A+R), then (H,, u)A = (((uX, - 
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b,, . . , uX, - b,)A),, u)A. Also, it is clear that (((uX, - b,, . . . , uX, - 
b&4;,> u)A C (B, u)A),> and ((B, u)A), = (B,, u)A, since U, Xi,. ,X, are 
algebraically independent over R. Therefore, it follows that RI((BR),, u)R = Al 
((BR),, u)A = (RIB,)[X,, . . . , X,] is a polynomial ring in g indeterminates over 
RIB,. Therefore, the proofs of Theorem 3.1(l)-(4) are essentially the same as 
the proofs of Theorem 2.1(l)-(4), but use G =R/((BR),, u)R in place of 
F=R/uR. 0 
It follows from Remark 2.3(3) (with X = B,) that Theorem 3.1(l) is equivalent 
to Theorem 3.1(2). 
Theorem 3.1(4) is clearly a weaker statement than Theorem 2.1(4). The part of 
the proof of Theorem 2.1(4) that causes this is the part in the second paragraph 
that says ‘either p EAss(R/u”R) = Ass(R/uR)‘; what is needed to get the 
opposite inclusions in Theorem 3.1(4) is that p EAss(Rl(B,, u)R) (so p/ 
(B,, u)R E Ass(G)). This holds if height(p) = 1, and this, in turn, always holds if 
R is Cohen-Macaulay, but then B will be generated by an R-sequence, so 
assuming that R is Cohen-Macaulay here only yields a weaker result than in 
Theorem 2.1(4). 
The following corollary is a special case (namely, when I, J, and the Z, contain 
B,) of Theorem 3.1, and it is an asymptotic sequence version of Corollary 2.2. 
Corollary 3.2. Assume that I contains B,. Then: 
(1) IB” : B” = 1 for all positive integers n. 
(2) If JB” c IB” for some positive integer n, then J C I, so if J also contains B, 
and JB” = IB”, then I = J. 
(3) If V, I i E A> 1s an arbitrary collection of ideals of R that contain B,, then 
B”‘[n ,E_, Z,] = n,,, [B”Z,] for all n 2 1. 
(4) Ass(RIZ) c Ass(R/B”Z) f or all n 2 1, and if height(P) = height(B) for 
every prime divisor P of B (this holds if R is Cohen-Macaulay), then Ass(Ri 
B) c Ass(R/B”Z). 0 
Remark 3.3 is an asymptotic sequence version of Remark 2.4. As with 
Theorem 3.1, its proof is omitted, since it is very similar to the proof of Remark 
2.4. (The result corresponding to Remark 2.4(6) is omitted in Remark 3.3 since 
Theorem 3.1(4) is such a weak analog of Theorem 2.1(4).) 
Remark 3.3. (1) If B c Rad(Z), then Blm’ = (b’,“, b;, . . . , br)R C I for all large 
integers m and by, . . . , 
(B”“‘);, in place of B,. 
b: is an asymptotic sequence, so Corollary 3.2 holds with 
(2) Concerning Theorem 3.1(l), the stronger statement 
(I, Bil)BCl+“~+‘* : b;’ . . . b?R = (I, B,) 
holds for all nonnegative integers e,, . . . , eK. 
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(3) Concerning (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.1, and the first inclusion of Theorem 
3.1(4), if B, fl Z, G I, then: (a) la = I; (b) if JB” c ZB” for some ~12 1, then J C I, 
so if also B, f’ JA c J and JB” = ZB”, then Z = J; and, (c) Ass(RIZ) c Ass(R/B”Z) 
for all nrl. 
(4) Concerning Theorem 3.1(2), assume that B” = I” for some y1 z- 1. If B, C I, 
then I= B,. If IL B, then I= B. 
(5) Concerning Theorem 3.1(2) and (3), if {I, 1 i E A} and {J, 1 jE r} 
are collections of ideals of R and if there exists a positive integer II such 
that either n,,,. (B”(J,, Ball C BYn,,, (I,, B,)) or B”(f--&r (J,, B,)) C 
f-b,, (WI,, B,)), then n,,,. <J,, B,) C f-t,, (4, B,). 
(6) If n;=, Q, is a normal primary decomposition of (I, B,) and if Q, is 
P,-primary and Qi : x,R = Pi for i = 1,. . . , h, then: (a) 
(A Q,, ,,,+=(A (Q;R))+ B,R+uR= h [<Q,>B,>u)Rl; 
,=I i=l 1=l 
(b) for i=l,..., h it holds that: (P,, B,, u)RE Spec(R); (Qi, B,, u)R is (P,, 
B,, u)R-primary; and, (Q,, B,, u)R . * x;R = (P,, B,, u)R; and, (c) n;=,[( Q;, 
B,, u)R] is a normal primary decomposition of (I, B,, u)R. 
(7) With the notation of (6) let S = R[tB] be the restricted Rees ring of R with 
respect to B. Then: (a) 
(” ,Q Q;,B, S= ,c(Q,s) +BaS=,iI(Qi?Ba)SJ; I(” 1 
(b) for i=l,..., h it holds that: (P,, B;,)SESpec(S); (Qi, B,)S is (P,, B,)S- 
primary; and, (Q;, B,)S : x,S = (P,, B,)S; and, (c) n;=, [(Q,, B,)S] is a normal 
primary decomposition of (I, B,)S. 
We close with the following remark with notes that the results in this section 
hold when B is generated by an R-sequence. 
Remark 3.4. It is well known that an R-sequence is an asymptotic sequence, and 
an essential sequence is also an asymptotic sequence, so the results in this section 
hold when B is generated by either an R-sequence or an essential sequence. 
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